
The most portable  
L1 Pro system

 

The L1 Pro8 is ready whenever you are, enabling easier load-in and 
faster setup. With an eight-driver articulated C-shape line array, the  
L1 Pro8 offers 180 degrees of horizontal sound coverage, equipping 
singer-songwriters and DJs for small venues like coffee shops and cafes.

L1 PRO8 
PORTABLE LINE ARRAY SYSTEM

Gig? Go. 
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Get in, set up, and simply perform  
with the most portable L1 Pro system.

Generous coverage — C-shaped line array featuring 8 
articulated 2” neodymium drivers; 180-degree horizontal 
coverage with wide vertical dispersion, allowing your 
audience to hear clearly whether they are seated or 
standing, even off to the extreme sides in small to  
medium venues

Integrated 7" × 13" subwoofer featuring a high-excursion 
RaceTrack driver; performance that rivals a conventional 12” 
woofer with a smaller footprint

Vertical coverage 
(side view)

118 dB SPL peak

45 Hz bass

180° horizontal coverage 
(overhead view)

L1 Mix  
for Apple  

and Android

Built-in mixer

Connect various audio sources with 
two combo XLR-1/4" phantom-
powered inputs, 1/4" and 1/8" (3.5 
mm) aux input, plus Bluetooth® 
streaming — and access channel 
volume, tone, and reverb via 
illuminated controls, with ToneMatch 
presets and system EQ.

ToneMatch port

Seamlessly connect a Bose T4S or 
T8S mixer with the ToneMatch port; 
one cable provides both power and 
digital audio between the system and 
the mixer.

L1 Mix app

Take wireless control with the L1 Mix 
app on your phone or tablet to adjust 
settings instantly, roam the room and 
fine-tune, and access the ToneMatch 
library of custom EQ presets.

Dimensions: (H × W × D): 200.50 × 31.80 × 44.00 cm (78.94 × 12.52 × 17.32 in)
Weight: 17.65 kg (38.92 lb)
In the box: L1 Pro8 mid-high array, extension, and power stand | Carry bag for array | AC power cord  


